Desoto Jones Aurora
Instant gratification. That's the best way to describe the monsters of rock known as DESOTO JONES. Going
big on their masterful debut with irresistible hooks, incredible lyrics and towering riffs, every song on AURORA
hits hard and lingers long. Combining post-hardcore elements with tender lyrics and soaring choruses, this
arena-ready wall of sound leaves no stone unturned...nothing left to be desired.
Aurora overflows with shimmering hits like “Giant Magnets” and the compelling “Don't Fail Me.” Even slowburners like “Sweet Sun” and the standout “Courtesy Call” crackle with electricity and excitement while holding
fast to their emotional foundation. The band's ability to inject undeniable melodies into fiery barnstormers
creates a modern-yet-timeless sound that will undoubtedly have fans coming back again and again.
Ultimately, Aurora is an album about new starts, renewals and hope. The album title refers to the Roman
goddess of the dawn, who streaks across the sky each morning announcing the arrival of the sun. During
recording sessions, the father of the band's three brothers passed away. Obviously a confusing and hopeless
time, Aurora provided light…a reason to continue. “Nonfiction” is a moving, passionate and emotionally
charged dedication to their father.
“This is one of the best albums we've ever released...and we've put out 120 records over the last decade” says
Deep Elm Records owner John Szuch. “If this was the last record we ever put out, I would die happy and
consider Deep Elm's mission accomplished. Desoto Jones deserves everything coming to them. They are that
good. Just listen.”
DESOTO JONES is Owen Staszewski (vocals), Adam Staszewski (lead guitar), Justin Staszewski (drums), Ean
Kyler (bass, vocals) and Christopher Gill (rhythm guitar, vocals). Jordan Crouse and Pete Curry also played on
the record. Aurora was recorded and produced by Chris Badami (Dillinger Escape Plan, The Early November,
Midtown, The Starting Line) at Portrait Recording Studio in Lincoln Park, N.J.
Recommended For Fans of: Foo Fighters, Jimmy Eat World, Fall Out Boy, Saves The Day
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DESOTO JONES’ “Aurora” is available now on iTunes, eMusic, Amazon and most other digital music services.
A very limited edition pressing of CDs is available worldwide. To secure your copy, visit www.deepelm.com
before it’s too late. Deep Elm Records is currently offering 50+ FREE full-length downloads from various artists
at www.deepelm.com / free for a limited time only.

